
 
 
 

 

  
 
ARTS & THEATER 

Project Row Houses artists create a universal 'Self-
Portrait' 
 
By Molly Glentzer  |  May 14, 2015 
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Curator Sally Frater speaks to visitors at Project Row Houses, where she's organized Round 42, "The One and 
the Many: A Self-Portrait in Seven Parts." 
 
Curators may not create objects, but their work constitutes a kind of art-making. They're the conductors 
of what we see. 
 
Sally Frater emphasizes the idea with the show she has organized for Round 42 at Project Row Houses, 
"The One and the Many: A Self-Portrait in Seven Parts." 
 
It's a self-portrait of Frater, in a way. The viewer might not glean this from looking at the installations; 
there's nothing so literal or blatant as an image of Frater. But the seven visual artists who created the 
installations crossed her path in various ways when she lived in Houston. From 2011 to 2013, she was 
a fellow at the Glassell School's Core Program and a Row Houses resident artist. 



  

  

"I was interested in notions of site in terms of memory, history, architecture and geography," she 
explained. "It's a way of addressing issues of identity in ways that are expansive." 
 
Frater thinks a lot about identity. Her parents are from the Caribbean, but she was born and raised in 
Canada; a history that sometimes makes her feel as if she is never quite home, geographically speaking. 
 
She was also thinking about blackness. "'Black' and 'African-American' are used interchangeably, but 
they don't really denote the same things," Frater said. 
 
She asked the artists to explore how blackness relates to conceptual and minimal contemporary art 
"because they're often posited as antithetical," she said. 
 
More generally, she wanted to show that minimalist works can be narrative. 
 
Project Row Houses' installations are often conceptual, but rarely do they feel, collectively, so minimal. 
This group of artists wasn't trying to draw attention to nooks and crannies or the architectural 
idiosyncrasies of the aging row houses. 
 
Nor do they seem preoccupied with blackness. Two of the most compelling installations are a ghostly 
white. 
 
The Ontario-based Delio Delgado's mysterious "Cosmopolitan (The Poetry of Travel)" consists of 10 
suitcases lined up like they're waiting for a porter. They're all painted white but not identical, so you 
might see them as blank canvases for your own thoughts or consider the tales held in their histories, 
with the myriad personal objects their past owners carried as they traveled. 
 
Erika DeFreitas, who's from Toronto, spent a year doing crochet with her mother to create a 
whiteblanket in the same pattern as the blankets in their home. It flows like a river of memories across 
the gray painted floor, each knot, loop and chain a metaphor for time. But the profound aspect of 
"Sometimes the Metonymic Object Is an Absence" is the interaction DeFreitas invites: Visitors to the 
installation are asked to unravel a bit of the blanket and log their names, the date, and how much time 
they spent with the project. They become a part of DeFreitas' family history, but their erasure means 
there's nothing left, literally, beyond whatever ephemeral memories one might glean from the written 
record. 
 
For "The Off-Center of Invisibility," Houston's Nathaniel Donnett has turned a house inside-out, 
covering some of the interior walls with exterior siding whose "windows" are boarded up. A grocery 
cart piled mile-high with soft objects suggests this is the domain of a homeless person. Most dramatic 
and beautiful is an evocative projection on one wall through a crumbling brick facade that peers 
through the hallway of an abandoned building. It sets up the premise that you - or whoever owns that 
cart - could be coming or going. Either way, you're not migrating somewhere pleasant. 
 
Nicole Miller's "Death of a School" is the most minimal installation in terms of materials: It contains 
no objects. The artwork is a single video projection taken at a school in Tucson, Ariz., that's being 
shuttered. But plenty of mental business happens in the faces of the students and teachers of the 
fleeting images. You can absorb the story or simply ponder how Miller's medium functions as a thing 
both ephemeral and permanent. 
 



  

  

Alexandre Arrechea's "Architectural Elements" features several large-scale portraits of the artist, 
shirtless and outdoors, holding a pillar-like stack of building materials that obscure his face. A 
reference to the romanticized socialist structure of Cuba, where he's from, the formally composed 
images are simultaneously quiet and bold. 
 
"In the Meantime," Houstonian Kenya Evans' installation, creates a livable-looking space in each of his 
house's rooms. All of the objects are recreated or repurposed. It will seem most powerful if you already 
know Evans' work and can see how he's put familiar objects into a new context. Like, for example, the 
"Unity Foto Bank" sign from a previous Row House show that now hangs like a painting over a couch, 
as if it were a souvenir of the earlier installation. 
 
Houstonian Ayanna Jolivet McCloud's ambitious, complex "Score (How to Hold on to Chasms and Fill 
with Matter)" could be a mini-museum of its own. In one corner, tiny metallic cubes dangle like stars in 
a busy galaxy, catching daylight from the window. Poetic text - a score for the audio permeating the 
environment, partly drawn from old gospel and spiritual songs - unfolds on printed pages across one 
wall. It's a magical place to explore. 
 
"The One and the Many" may have started as a self-portrait of the guest curator, but ultimately, the art 
on view reflects its creators, and us all. 
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